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1 Introduction
Airport is the regular place for flights to take off, land and carry out ground activities. 
Civil airports are not only a key link in air traffic, but also a hot spot for people’s live-
lihood. With the global economic and social development, the air traffic volume has 
increased rapidly in the past decades. At the airport, flight delays and conflicts occur 
frequently, and the airport has become a critical bottleneck for air traffic due to the 
imbalances in supply and demand. In order to use airport resources more safely and 
efficiently, a specific and accurate airport service capacity evaluation method is neces-
sary and important [1]. Currently, the capacity evaluation methods are limited to the 
factors such as the airport physical structure, navigation facilities, operating rules and 
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air traffic controllers’ workload. With the increase in environmental awareness and the 
sustainability needs, there is a growing concern regarding the environmental impact of 
air traffic. In the context of the era of big data, air traffic activities will also generate a 
large number of diverse and realistic data sets. Air and noise emissions are the two main 
branches of these data sets. It can provide data support for airport capacity evaluation. It 
has therefore become popular to take the air traffic environmental capacity into consid-
eration based on big data under airport air traffic activities when to achieve a “win–win” 
situation in terms of transportation development and environmental conservation.

The concept of environmental traffic capacity (ETC) was first time brought up by 
Buchanan in 1963 [2]. According to the study, ETC refers to the largest development 
scale that a traffic environment can withstand without any damage to human survival, 
ecological environment and use of resources in a certain time period and a region with 
certain traffic structures. The concept of ETC has been widely used in urban traffic, road 
traffic and waterway transportation. Huang proposed a double-decision optimization 
model to obtain the maximum urban traffic under the constraint of noise environmental 
capacity [3], Du adopted the multi-objective programming model to describe the rela-
tionship between traffic emission and urban traffic based on the traffic environmental 
capacity and macroscopic fundamental diagram theory [4], Wang established the road 
section environmental traffic capacity optimization model and used the improved aug-
mented Lagrange function to solve the model [5] and determined the waterway traf-
fic capacity by the minimum stopping distance prediction model [6], and the existing 
research generally studies the relationship between environment and traffic by different 
model to calculate the maximum traffic volume as ETC. In air traffic, some scholars have 
also paid attention to the environmental impact, but there is no in-depth research on 
ETC so far [7, 8].

The concept of airport capacity was defined in the middle of last century, and it refers 
to the expected number of movements that can be performed in unit time on an airport 
system without violating air traffic management (ATM) rules, assuming continuous air-
craft demand [1]. For example, scholars have proposed numerical formulas for calculat-
ing airport capacity based on the number and layout of runways [9]. SOME simulation 
tools, such as SIMMOD, TAAM, RAMS and AirTOp, can simulate the whole airport 
operation process to obtain the maximum capacity corresponding to acceptable flight 
delay level [10]. Sometimes, the maximum hourly air traffic volume based on the termi-
nal sector controller workload is also applied as the airport capacity [11]. In summary, 
current models and evaluation methods of airport capacity are based on physical struc-
ture, acceptable flight delays and the workload of terminal controllers, but not consider-
ing any environmental factors.

However, the impact of aircraft activities on the environment cannot be ignored with 
the increase in concerns of human health. Although there is no research performed on 
airport ETC, many scholars have carried out studies on the impact on the surrounding 
environment brought by aircraft activities. For example, many previous airport environ-
mental studies focused on the noise and generated by the airport operations [12].

The air emissions from aircraft activities can also affect ambient air quality [13, 14] 
and harm human health [15–17]. Xia et al. calculated the landing and take-off (LTO) 
cycle pollutant emissions using the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
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Emission Databank (EDB) and summarized the relationship between the number 
of LTOs and pollutant emission index [18]. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) Laboratory for aviation and the environment proposed rapid operational air 
quality modeling [19, 20] and develop a response surface model (RSM) [21] to assess 
the impact of aviation emissions on air quality in the USA. ICAO Doc 9889 has given 
the reference calculation method for various polluting gases [22]. Kurniawan et  al. 
analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of all airport pollutant emission assess-
ment methods and determined the uncertainty of each method [23]. Wasiuk et  al. 
built an aircraft performance model implementation (APMI) system based on aircraft 
performance models and regression methods to predict aircraft fuel consumptions 
and pollutant emissions [24]. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has released the 
Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT 2c), which can be used to calculate pol-
lutant emissions of aircraft and flight flow [25]. Dragana used historical data to ana-
lyze the relationship between meteorological conditions and pollutant emissions [26].

Many adverse effects have been related to noise exposures, such as hearing loss, 
hypertension [27], myocardial infarction [28], learning impairment [29] and annoy-
ance [30]. The airport noise pollution affects surrounding residents [31] and the land 
use [32]. In 2014, Gaetano et al. used the integrated noise model (INM) to evaluate 
civil and military airport noise of different scenarios and improved the model input 
accuracy by automatic identification system (AIS) [33]. In 2017, Gasco et al. reviewed 
the importance of communicating airport noise information to the public noise 
indicators and examined the methods of representing noise data by using visualiza-
tion strategies and new tools [34]. In 2018, Gagliardi et  al. derived the noise model 
by using principal component analysis and multiple linear regression, and the model 
produced a good sound exposure level estimation [35, 36].

The concept of big data was first proposed by Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Ken-
neth Cukier in 2013. It has volume, velocity, variety, veracity and other character-
istics. It is the product of rapid technological development. With the advent of the 
cloud era, big data have attracted more and more scholars’ attention and is widely 
used in the field of artificial intelligence. Traffic activities data are huge and complex, 
with digital and image in formats, which need to be processed by big data methods 
before it can be applied to the corresponding research. Traffic activities big data can 
use deep learning [37], intelligent video analysis [38], dictionary learning model [39] 
and other methods [40]. However, as far as the environment is concerned, the impact 
of data such as air and noise emissions from air traffic activities on airport capacity 
cannot be ignored. The modeling method based on big data of air and noise emissions 
is also applicable to the evaluation of airport capacity.

In order to ensure that the airport surroundings are not compromised, an airport 
ETC should be set up to make the airport development sustainable. To avoid confu-
sion, this study used the name of “airport environment traffic capacity (AETC)” as the 
airport ETC, to compare with city or water traffic ETC. The objectives of this study 
are to:

1 Calculate the pollutant concentration and noise level of receptor points around air-
port in certain airport operation condition;
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2 Analyze the relationships between air traffic volume and pollutant concentration/
noise level;

3 Find the proper air quality standard and noise standard to set up the AETC. Since the 
AETC considering air and noise emissions are first time proposed and the evaluation 
method is novel, the Nanjing Lukou international airport (NKG) was selected as a 
case study to validate the calculation method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In “Method” section, the evalua-
tion method of AETC is introduced and pollutant concentration assessment model is 
established; In Section III, the reliability and applicability of the method is verified by 
using actual operation data of NKG. Finally, this paper is concluded in “Results and dis-
cussion” section.

2  Method
2.1  AETC

When the airport has a small amount of air traffic, the air pollutant concentration is 
within the range of the environment’s self-purification capability, and the noise is within 
tolerable range of human beings. With the airport air traffic flow increases, the air pol-
lutant concentrations and noise level increase as well. To protect the environment, 
AETC is defined as the maximum airport air traffic volume (the number of aircraft 
movements) in unit time without causing environmental degradation. In other words, 
the AETC is the maximum airport operations that an airport can accommodate in unit 
time to meet ambient air quality and noise standards with a given airport’s structure and 
operating rules, which can be expressed as:

where AETC_A is the maximum air traffic volume (ATV) that an airport can accommo-
date in unit time to meet ambient air quality standards with a given airport’s structure 
and operating rules, the air quality standards prescribe the limitation for the pollutant 
concentration (PC) of various air emission gas. AETC_N is the maximum air traffic 
volume that an airport can accommodate in unit time to meet noise standards with a 
given airport’s structure and operating rules, the noise standards prescribe the limita-
tion for the noise level (NL) of noise exposure. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing 
the relationship between air traffic volume and PC/NL. PC = f1 (ATV) is the pollutant 
concentration of air emission restricted point; NL = f2 (ATV) is the noise level of noise 
emission restricted point.

2.2  Pollutant concentration (PC) assessment model

• Airport air emission inventory

This study mainly considers the air pollution sources related to airport operation, 
which can be roughly divided into three categories: aircraft, ground support equipment 
(GSE) and ground transportation surrounding airport.

ICAO points out that the controlled air pollutants are  NOx, HC and CO [41]. In addi-
tion, China’s air quality assessment also focuses on inhalable particulate matter PM10. 

(1)AETC = min(AETC_A, AETC_N)
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The air emissions of ground support equipment and motor vehicles are also these four 
gases. Therefore, engine emission and APU emission, the inventory of the aircraft emis-
sion can be calculated by:

where n is the engine number of aircraft; FF is the fuel flow (kg/s), which can be cal-
culated by the method of Base of aircraft data (BADA) [42]and first-order approxima-
tion (FOA) [43]; EIm is the emission index of gas m (g/kg), the reference value can be 
obtained from ICAO databank [44]; t is flight time (s).

The GSE emissions are associated with the aircraft which operates in airport [45] can 
be calculated by:

where EFj,m is the gas m emission factor of GSE class j (g/s); tk ,j is the operational time of 
GSE class j service for aircraft i (s).

The emissions of ground transportation can be calculated by:

where ECm is the gas m emission coefficient of motor vehicle (g/km), the reference value 
can be obtain in the technical guide [46]; L is the travel distance of motor vehicle (km).

• Gaussian diffusion model

This paper uses the American Meteorological Society/Environmental Protection 
Agency Regulatory Model (AERMOD) to assess the air pollutant concentration around 
the airport; the diffusion model is Gaussian diffusion model.

The air pollutant concentration is the sum of each air pollution source which is calcu-
lated, respectively. The pollutant concentration PC(x, y) of any receptor point (x, y) near 
the airport can be expressed as:

(2)EA
m = n · FF · EIm · t

(3)ES
m =

∑

j

EFj,m · tj,i

(4)EG
m = ECm · L

(5)PC(x, y) =
∑

k

PCk(x, y)

Fig. 1 Relationship between air traffic volume and PC/NL
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where PCk(x, y) is the pollutant concentration of pollution source k at receptor point (x, 
y).

Some part of aircraft movements emits air emissions and spread into the atmos-
phere along the trajectory, such as take-off, landing, climb, and descent. The emis-
sion patterns can be considered as line source, so do ground transportation.

The pollutant concentration PCk(x, y) generated by the line source k formed by air-
craft can be expressed as:

where VW is the wind direction; yk is the distance between the line source k and the ori-
gin; σy,k and σz,k are the diffusion coefficient [47]; SSk is the emission intensity of the line 
source k: g/(m s), k ϵ{take-off, landing, climb, descent, ground transportation}; z is the 
height of receptor point; Hk is the average height of the line source k; lk is half the length 
of line source k.

The aircraft taxiing trajectory can be regarded as a planar network, and the diffu-
sion model of the gas pollutant emission is the typical area diffusion model [48]. The 
Gaussian area source diffusion can be transformed into a virtual point source Gauss-
ian diffusion model.

where ak is the length of the area source k; SSk is the emission intensity of the virtual pol-
lution point source k.

2.3  Noise level (NL) assessment model

This study mainly considers the noise emission caused by aircraft. The noise will 
affect residents near the airport when flying below 10,000 feet. China adapts the 
weight equivalent continuous perceived noise level (WECPNL) [49] to describe the 
noise level, which can be expressed as:

where N1 is the air traffic volume in the daytime 07:00–19:00; N2 is the air traffic volume 
in the evening time 19:00–23:00; N3 is the air traffic volume in the nighttime 23:00–
07:00. LEPN denotes the average value of the effective perceived noise level (EPNL), 

(6)

PCk(x, y) =
SSk√

2πVWσy,kσz,k
×

{
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·
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−
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(8)
NL(x, y) = WECPNL(x, y) = LEPN(x, y)+ 10 · log _10(N1 + 3 · N2 + 10N3)− 39.4

(9)LEPN(x, y) = 10 · log _10
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where T0 is the reference time, equals to 10 s, LEPNijm(x, y) represents single event noise 
level at point (x, y) when aircraft i is flying along the leg m of route j, which can be cal-
culated by regression analysis and using the NPD data of INM or ANP (ICAO Doc9911) 
[50].

2.4  Evaluation process

AETC is the maximum air traffic volume which is allowed by ambient air quality and 
noise standards. At present, the air and/or noise emissions around the airport do not 
exceed the standards usually which means that the air traffic volume is not saturated. 
Refer to the evaluation method of airport capacity, the AETC evaluation is carried out 
by increasing the air traffic volume in accordance with certain laws to obtain the maxi-
mum air traffic volume which can satisfy the ambient air quality and noise standards. 
The method flow of evaluation is as follows:

• Analyze the airport operational characteristics

According to the pollutant concentration and noise level assessment model, the rel-
evant airport operational characteristics include the distribution characteristics of 
air traffic flow and aircraft type, airspace structure, airport layout, runway operational 
mode, meteorological conditions, etc. It is necessary to analyze the historical data by the 
statistics method; then, the evaluation method chooses the worse operational scenario 
which has the most serious impact on the environment and uses it as the airport opera-
tional typical scenario to evaluate AETC.

• Find the air and noise emissions receptor points

In order to compare the evaluation results of different receptor points effectively, the 
coordinate system is set up according to the airport layout, the origin is the runway 
center (the upwind direction runway is selected in a multi-runway airport, if the airport 
has intersecting runways, the runway which has the bigger angle between runway direc-
tion and wind direction will be selected), the Y axis is along the runway direction, the X 
axis is perpendicular to the Y axis and points to the main area of airport, and the Z axis 
is the height. According to the requirement of air quality and noise standards, we search 
topographic map to find sensitive points such as villages, hospitals, schools, etc., and 
label them in the coordinate system as receptor points.

• Calculate pollutant concentration and noise level

By using the “Pollutant concentration (PC) assessment model” section and the “Noise 
level (NL) assessment model” section, the PC(x, y) and NL(x, y) of any receptor points (x, 
y) in the coordinate system can be calculated in the airport operational typical scenario. 
So the pollutant concentration and noise level of each receptor points are prepared, we 
can select the point with the greatest environmental impact as the restricted point; PC 
and NL are PC(x, y) and NL(x, y) of the restricted point, respectively.

• Construct the correlation between air traffic volume and the PC/NL

If PC and/or NL are less than the standards, the air traffic flow must be cloned to 
increase the air traffic volume. According to airport operational characteristics, the 
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increment air traffic flow has the same characteristics with the existing air traffic flow. 
The PC and NL can be calculated by the way mentioned above and using the incremen-
tal air traffic flow, and quantify the correlation between airport air traffic volume and the 
PC/NL.

• Determine the AETC

The AETC_A is determined by the correlation between air traffic volume and the 
PC; the AETC_N is determined by the correlation between air traffic volume and 
the NL. According to the ambient air quality and noise standards, we can obtain the 
AETC_A and AETC_N, respectively, and use Eq. (1) to determine AETC.

A specific method flow of evaluation method is shown in Fig. 2.
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3  Numerical test
In this study, NKG is selected to evaluate AETC according to the above evaluation 
process.

4  Analyze the airport operational characteristics
This analysis is carried out to establish the airport typical operational scenario; the 
key elements of operational scenario include the airport runway operation mode, 
meteorological condition and traffic flow.

• Airport runway

There are two runways at the airport: runway 06/24 for take-off and runway 07/25 
for landing, as seen in Fig. 4. So the segregated operation mode is chosen as runway 
operation mode of airport operational typical scenario.

• Meteorological data

The meteorological data from January to December.
2017 at NKG is obtained from the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration (NOAA).
The pollution coefficient is the ratio of the wind frequency to the mean wind speed. 

The larger the pollution coefficient means the greater impact on the airport environ-
ment caused by the air pollutant emission. According to the statistics, the relevant 
parameters of the winds with different wind direction at NKG are given in Table 1.

As seen from Table 1, the pollution coefficient of the East (E) is 7.07 which is the 
greatest in all wind directions. The environmental impact with E wind direction is 
most serious; therefore, the E is chosen as meteorological condition of airport opera-
tional typical scenario.

• Air traffic flow data

The annual air traffic flow data of NKG in 2017, the distribution of air traffic flow 
and aircraft type in each hour is shown in Fig. 3. The air traffic flow data of airport 
operational typical scenario can be generated based on the distribution characteristic 
[51].

4. Ground transportation

Table 1 Wind parameters of different wind direction at NKG

Wind direction Wind frequently Mean wind speed (m/s) Pollution factor

E 20.3 2.87 7.07

ESE 14 2.79 5.02

SE 7.8 1.87 4.17

N 6.8 1.67 4.07

NE 6.8 2.22 3.06

ENE 5.5 2.32 2.37
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This paper considers the ground transportation related with airport operations, 
including taxi, private car, airport shuttle bus, truck, etc.; according to the statistics 
and calculation [52], in 2017, the average daily traffic volume of different motor vehi-
cle is shown in Fig. 4.

4.1  Find the air and noise emission receptor points

1 Evaluation coordinate system

The coordinate system: the origin is midpoint of runway 07/25, the Y axis is along 
the direction of runway 07, the X axis is perpendicular to the Y axis, and the Z axis is 
the direction of the height, as seen in Fig. 5.
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Table 2 The information of air and noise emission receptor points

Point Name Coordinate(x, y) Notes

A_1 Rongxing Community Groups (4247.6, 1482) Air emission receptor point

A_2 Tuotang town (1859.4, 6359.4) Air emission receptor point

A_3 Wanxi Village (− 2088.1, 785) Air emission receptor point

A_4 Pangjia Village (342.8, − 3157.3) Air emission receptor point

N_1 Lukou Hospital (5602.6, 1193) Noise emission receptor point

N_2 Lukou No. 2 Primary School (4528.8, 1349.7) Noise emission receptor point

N_3 Tuotang Central Hospital (2373.5, 5096) Noise emission receptor point

N_4 Nanjing Institute of Visual Arts (1463.2, 5474.5) Noise emission receptor point

N_5 Xiaopeng Kindergarten (− 2134.7, 4399.6) Noise emission receptor point

N_6 Nanhang Jincheng College (− 2033.1, 682.2) Noise emission receptor point

N_7 Tongshan Middle School (− 2535.4, 342.9) Noise emission receptor point

N_8 Anming Community Health Service Centers (1497.7, − 5150.5) Noise emission receptor point

N_9 Tugai Primary School (− 367.6, − 4108.6) Noise emission receptor point

N_10 Tugai Community Health Service Centers (724.5, − 23,814) Noise emission receptor point

Table 3 Ambient air quality and noise standards

NOx CO HC PM10

Air Annual 50 μg/m3 2 mg/m3 200 μg/m3 70 μg/m3

Daily 100 μg/m3 4 mg/m3 2000 μg/m3 150 μg/m3

Hourly 250 μg/m3 10 mg/m3

Noise Zone 1 Zone 2

 ≤ 70 dB  ≤ 75 dB
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4.1.1  Receptor points

There are 14 positions chosen as the receptor points, 4 points for air emission and 10 
points for noise emission. The air emission receptor points choose the densely popu-
lated areas at four directions: front, back, left and right. The noise emission receptor 
points choose the sensitive points (hospital, school and residential area) along the ter-
minal route; the detail information of receptor points is given in Table 2.

4.2  Emission standards

To ensure that the environment is not broken, the Ministry of Environmental Pro-
tection has established ambient air quality standards (GB 3095-2012) [53] and noise 
standards (GB 9660-88) [49] in China; the standards related to this paper are shown 
in Table 3.

4.3  AETC_A calculation

The average daily air traffic volume of NKG is 574. According to the distribution charac-
teristics of air traffic flow and aircraft type, we generate daily air flight flow of NKG and 
use the flight flow data and meteorological data to calculate the air emission inventory; 

Table 4 Emission inventory of each air pollution resource (kg)

Pollution resource NOx CO HC PM10

Aircraft 4191.78 2200 212.33 15.10

GSE 526.03 764.38 92.25 25.51

Ground transportation 443.84 1824.66 195.34 8.68

Table 5 Daily pollutant concentration of each receptor point (μg/m3)

Receptor point NOx CO HC PM10

A_1 26.43 21.03 1.41 0.25

A_2 21.73 18.05 2.13 0.2

A_3 35.99 27.69 3.22 0.41

A_4 45.58 30.42 5.75 0.61
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the results are shown in Table 4. The emission of aircraft, GSE and ground transporta-
tion is 63.03%, 14.43% and 23.54% of total emissions, respectively.

According to the pollutant concentration assessment model, the daily PC of each 
receptor points is calculated and shown in Table 5.

The  NOx pollutant concentration is obviously larger than other pollutant gases, but 
the daily air quality standards of  NOx are smaller than other pollutant gases, so the 
restricted gas of air emission is  NOx. Besides, the  NOx pollutant concentration of A_4 
is the maximum among four receptor points, so A_4 is the restricted receptor point. 
Therefore, PC is the  NOx pollutant concentration of A_4. The PC will increase with the 
daily air traffic volume. The relationship of air traffic flow and PC is shown in Fig. 6.

The PC and air traffic volume are approximately linear relationships. When the PC 
reaches daily air quality standard-100  μg/m3, the corresponding air traffic volume is 
equal to 1233. This correspondence indicates that the pollutant concentration of the 
restricted point reaches the upper limit allowed by environmental protection; the air 
traffic volume is the maximum air traffic volume. In the other words, the AETC_A of 
NKG is 1233.

4.4  AETC_N calculation

Using the same air traffic flow and the noise level assessment model, the noise level of 
the receptor points is calculated, and the results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6 Noise level of each receptor point

Receptor point Noise level (dB) Receptor point Noise 
level 
(dB)

N_1 33 N_6 50

N_2 48 N_7 35

N_3 32 N_8 27

N_4 43 N_9 42

N_5 39 N_10 52
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As seen from Table 6, the noise level of N_10 is largest of all the receptor points, so 
N_10 is the noise emission restricted point, and the noise level of N_10 is NL.

The restricted point N_10 belongs to Zone 1 in the noise standard; the upper limit of 
noise standard is 70 dB. The relationship of noise level and air traffic volume is shown in 
Fig. 6. When the NL reaches 70 dB, the corresponding air traffic volume is equal to 770, 
which can be obtained from Fig. 7. This correspondence indicates that the noise level of 
the restricted point reaches the upper limit allowed by environmental protection; the 
air traffic volume is the maximum air traffic volume. In the other words, the AETC_N is 
770.

5  Results and discussion
This chapter mainly determines the daily AETC based on ambient air quality and noise 
standards, and discusses the results.

5.1  Results

The AETC_A and AETC_N are calculated in “AETC_A calculation” and “AETC_N calcula-
tion” section, respectively. The AETC needs to meet both air and noise emission limits.

According to Eq.  (1), AETC = minimum (AETC_A, AETC_N) = minimum (1233, 
770) = 770, the result shows that the daily AETC of NKG is limited by the noise emission.

In the calculation process of AETC_N, 10 points for noise emission were selected, mainly 
include sensitive points (hospital, school and residential area). As the selection of receptor 
points is not comprehensive enough, there are uncertainties in the results. In general, the 
confidence level is 95%.

6  Discussion
This section mainly discusses the calculation results of AETC values in different time 
dimensions.

• Annual AETC calculation

The results above are calculated and determined for the daily AETC of NKG. The ambi-
ent air quality standard also requires annual and hourly standard, but the assessment model 
of noise level is mainly reflected in the daily standard, so the annual and hourly AETC are 
constrained by AETC_A.

Also taking NKG as an example, the annual  NOx pollutant concentration of receptor 
points can be calculated and the results are shown in Table 7.

The receptor point A_1 is still the restricted point because of the largest  NOx annual pol-
lutant concentration, the annual PC of A_1 will increase with the annual air traffic volume, 
when the annual PC reaches 50 μg/m3, the annual air traffic volume also reaches 365,805, 
that is to say AETC_A is 365,805, and the AETC is equal to 365,805.

Table 7 Annual pollutant concentration of each receptor point (μg/m3)

Receptor point A_1 A_2 A_3 A_4

PC(x, y)  (NOx) 28.03 26.77 15.36 25.23
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• Hourly AETC calculation

The hourly PC of A_1 can be calculated according to the distribution of air traffic flow, 
the results are given in Table 8.

The peak hour of air traffic volume in a day is 15:00–15:59, which has the largest PC 
85.58 μg/m3. By increasing the air traffic volume, we can obtain the hourly AETC_A is 120 
when the PC reaches to daily air quality standard − 250 μg/m3.

Thence, the hourly, daily and annual AETC can be obtain by different value methods, as 
seen in Table 9.

• Research limitations

The evaluation study of AETC in this article can help airport planners improve AETC 
and contribute to the sustainable development of the airport. The evaluation method in 
this article is mainly based on the air quality and noise standards, but not including the 
influence of surrounding buildings and structures on pollution diffusion and noise dis-
tribution are not considered.

7  Conclusion
With the sustain development of civil aviation as the background, airport ETC is neces-
sarily used to restrict airport air traffic volume for environmental protection. This paper 
introduces a novel definition of AETC to represent airport ETC and hopes to make up 
for gaps in research on ETC of air traffic and initiate a new research direction about 
green civil aviation. The paper achieves following results:

1 A novel AETC definition is proposed to improve the evaluation of airport service 
capability and research on airport sustainability.

Table 8 Hourly NOx PC of A_1 (μg/m3)

Hour PC Hour PC Hour PC

0:00–0:59 47 8:00–8:59 68.61 16:00–16:59 80.66

1:00–1:59 27.1 9:00–9:59 63.36 17:00–17:59 81.01

2:00–2:59 38 10:00–10:59 71.84 18:00–18:59 78.14

3:00–3:59 4.96 11:00–11:59 59.25 19:00–19:59 82.32

4:00–4:59 0.94 12:00–12:59 56.42 20:00–20:59 76.01

5:00–5:59 9.53 13:00–13:59 60.54 21:00–21:59 70.42

6:00–6:59 58.36 14:00–14:59 57.12 22:00–22:59 82.62

7:00–7:59 64.12 15:00–15:59 85.58 23:00–23:59 66.21

Table 9 AETC of different time dimension (the number of aircraft movement)

Time dimension AETC_A AETC_N AETC = min(AETC_A, 
AETC_N)

Hourly 120 – 120

Daily 1233 770 770

Annual 365,805 – 365,805
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2 The typical airport operational scenario is established by analyzing the characteristic 
of meteorological condition, air traffic flow, aircraft type distribution, etc.

3 The assessment method and process of AETC based on ambient air quality and noise 
standards are given in this paper according to the definition. It is a complete evalua-
tion process including data processing, modeling and determination methods.

4 The numerical test of NKG shows us the quantitative results of the evaluation 
method and puts forward some suggestions for the development of NKG.

The evaluation method of this paper can help airport planners and city officials 
improve AETC by changing the airport operational mode including the air traffic flow 
distribution, aircraft type, etc. According to the limitations of this study, the future 
research work should modify the pollutant concentration and noise level models to eval-
uate more accurate results.
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